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Presidential hopeful Elizabeth Warren recently visited Utah for a campaign rally and in an accompanying release of her public lands plan promised to “restore protections” to the Grand Staircase Escalante and Bears Ears National Monuments. Although she is the first Democratic candidate to release a plan concerning public lands, others are sure to follow and commit to similar actions under presidential authority outlined in the Antiquities Act.¹ Such commitments paint a painful picture for the future of public lands and the resulting precedent they could set for presidential candidates from both parties. As the White House continuously changes hands

between Republicans and Democrats promising to reduce or expand public land designations, federal agencies’ ability to manage lands for multiple uses and sustainable yields will grind to a halt due to constantly shifting designations, an overwhelming flow of administrative paperwork, and the uncertainty of elections. Senator Warren is correct in her statement that America’s lands are one of our greatest treasures. The politicization of public land designations by elected officials of both parties, however, will only further hamstring management agencies’ abilities to properly manage resources and protect America’s greatest treasures.

The current process of designating a national monument under the Antiquities Act is broken. Presidents from both political parties have drifted far from the intent of this act, which was originally passed to give the president authority to protect antiquities by declaring the “smallest area compatible with the proper care and management” as a national monument. Debates over what constitutes an antiquity continue; however, regardless of the definition of antiquities, the current process is in dire need of reform.

Utah’s experiences over the past 25 years perfectly highlight how the Antiquities Act places excessive authority in the President, which has resulted in discontent with the process from all sides of the political aisle. For Republicans, the abuses of the Antiquities Act became apparent in 1996 when President Bill Clinton, from the rim of the Grand Canyon in Arizona, designated 1.8 million acres of federal land within Utah as the Grand Staircase Escalante National Monument. Without consulting Utah’s local elected officials, Governor, or members of Congress, President Clinton single handedly ignored strong opposition to the monument (including from former Democratic Congressman Bill Orton) and without stepping foot in the state, altered management for an area the size of Delaware and Rhode Island combined. Utah faced a similar situation in 2016 when outgoing President Obama designated an additional 1.3 million acres as the Bears Ears National Monument in the final three weeks of his presidency despite similar opposition.

---

from Utah’s elected officials on all levels as well as Native American groups that live in close proximity to the monument.5

Democrats’ awakening to the abuses of the Antiquities Act came on December 4th, 2017 when President Trump utilized the same authority to cut the Grand Staircase Escalante National Monument by 46 percent and the newly designated Bears Ears National Monument by 85 percent.6 President Trump did so despite opposition from tribal coalitions, environmental groups, and a significant portion of Utah’s population.7 Although environmental and Native American groups are currently challenging the reductions in court, there is solid legal precedent for presidents to reduce monument boundaries under the Antiquities Act.8

Both Republicans and Democrats oppose recent uses of presidential authority under the Antiquities Act, so why doesn’t Congress pass an amendment restricting the president from unilaterally designating or shrinking national monuments? Some members of Congress have introduced amendments to the Antiquities Act, however they have not yet gained any traction.9 All parties are beginning to see that we have a broken system and there are viable alternatives that need to be explored. Wyoming and Alaska both have special exemptions to monument

designations. Similar concepts must be seriously considered by Congress for all states. The
time to amend the Antiquities Act is now, or the state of America’s public lands will only worsen
as political promises supplant sound science-based management.

On average, the presidency changes parties every eight years, which would entail subsequent
alterations in public land management and protections if presidential candidates go down the
path that Senator Warren has signaled. The National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) requires
an average of three or more years to complete land use plans. Thus, the impacts of presidential
politics on public land designations would be an almost constant state of planning and
re-planning, wasting federal and state agencies’ time and resources as well as creating conflicting
management regimes that regularly change.

Senator Warren’s commitment to restore former national monument boundary designations sets
a dangerous precedent and contradicts her goal to meaningfully include all stakeholders in the
management of public lands. If Senator Warren is truly committed to meaningfully cooperate
with all stakeholders, she should support amending the Antiquities Act.

Barrett Anderson is a resident of Utah who is interested in public land issues. He is also
former campaign staff for Rep. Rob Bishop.
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